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A mathematical model was developedfor the bulk plasma of an electrodelesschlorine discharge
sustained in a tubular reactor. The model was used to investigate the factors affecting the Cl
atom density in the plasma. Rate coefficientsfor electron-particle reactions in the Cl&l mixture
were obtained by solving the Boltzmann transport equation for the electron-energydistribution
function. These rate coefficientswere then used in’s plasma model to calculate the self-sustaining
electric field, electron density, and atomic chlorine density in the plasma. The effect of
frequency, power, gas flow rate, neutral density, tube radius, and wall recombination coefficient
was examined.For otherwise identical conditions, nearly the sameatom density was obtained in
13.56 MHz and 2.45 GHz discharges. It was found that very high degrees of molecular
dissociation are possible with only a few W/cm3 in the plasma. Despite the fact that the atom
density decreasedwith increasing feed gas flow rate, the atom flux increasedwith flow rate. In
the parameter range investigated, lower pressuresand larger tube radii favored higher atom
density in the plasma. The model is useful for optimizing source efficiency and for use as a
“module” in multidimensional radical transport and reaction models of remote plasma
processingreactors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Plasma-enhancedetching and deposition is crucial in
microelectronic device fabrication and in materials processing in general.’In this process, low-pressure electric
gas discharges(plasmas) are used to dissociatea feedstock
gas into radicals which react to etch (volatilize) the substrate or to deposit a solid film. Recently, remote plasmaenhanced processing (RPEP) has gained popularity for
etching sensitive substratesor for depositing films with tailored properties2 In RPEP, a plasma is generated at an
upstream location away from the substrate. Reactive radicals generatedin the plasma-are transported by the flowing gas to the processingchamber where etching or deposition takes place. Examples include etching of polymers
with oxygen atoms,3 etching of silicon with chlorine and
hydrogen atoms with or without simultaneous ion bombardment,” deposition of Si and its compounds,5-7as well
as deposition of compound semiconductors.’The gas exiting the plasma zone is often mixed with another gas stream
to generate a controlled chemical environment over the
substrate. Remote plasmas are also used to generateoxygen atoms for in situ growth of high-temperature superconducting thin films’ and for substrate cleaning prior to
deposition. In thesesystems,z-’the plasma gas pressureis a
few hundred mTorr or greater.
In the applications mentioned above, one is interested
in controlling the degreeof gas dissociation in the plasma
in order to control the radical flux to the substrate. Of the
different methods of producing a plasma, excitation at radio frequencies (rf, typically 13.56 MHz) or microwave
frequencies (PW, typically at 2.45 GHz) is most common.
However, the effect of frequency on plasma kinetics and
‘IAuthor to whom correspondenceshould be addressed.
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gas dissociation rates is poorly understood.” Earlier studies have consideredthe effect of frequency on 0 atom production in oxygen discharges;” however, in these studies
the electron-energy distribution function was assumed
Maxwellian, which is rarely the case. Recent studies have
shown that the optimum operating frequency dependson
the process under consideration.”
In this work a mathematical model was developedof
an electrodelessCl, dischargewith emphasison the factors
affecting gas dissociation in the plasma. The effect of externally controllable variables, such as power, pressure,
flow rate, tube radius, and frequency was studied. In particular, two limiting frequencies were examined: rf at
which the electron-energy distribution function ( EEDF)
was assumedto follow the variations of the field, and PW
at which the EEDF cannot follow the field. Becausethe
degreeof Cl2 dissociation can be very high, both molecular
and atomic chlorine must be consideredin determining the
electron kinetics.
II. MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

The model considers a chlorine discharge of length Lp
sustainedin a cylindrical tube (e.g., quartz) of radius R as
shown in Fig. 1. Microwave dischargesare commonly excited using a resonant cavity. l3 Radio-frequencydischarges
are capacitively’4 or inductively coupled.I5 For inductively
coupled discharges,some capacity coupling is unavoidable
unless elaborate screening procedures are followed.1”716
Gas flows at a predetermined rate and the pressurecan be
controlled independently. The goal is to determine the degree of gas dissociation as a function of operating conditions including power, pressure,flow rate, and frequency.
The approach is as follows: First, the electron transport
properties (e.g., mobility and diffusivity) and rate coefficients of reactions involving electrons are determined by
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FIG. 1. Schematicof a tubular reactor in which an electrode& chlorine
dischargeis sustained.

solving the Boltzmann transport equation for the EEDF.
Thesequantities are then used in massand energy conservation equations to determine the self-sustainedelectric
field, electron density, and atomic chlorine density in the
plasma. In this paper attention is focused on the plasma
(source) region. A study of transport and reaction in the
downstreamregion will be reported elsewhere.
A. Electron-energy

distribution

function

The EEDF is of primary importancein the analysisof
gas dischargessince it determinesthe electron transport
properties and the rate coefficients for various electronparticle (atom or molecule) reactions.The EEDF depends
on the electric field, neutral gas density, excitation frequency, and plasma gas composition. The latter may be
quite different than the feedstockgascomposition,but this
complication is usually not accountedfor in plasma modeling works. Since complete dissociation can be achieved
readily in a chlorine plasma (seebelow), the nature of the
plasma can change drastically from strongly electronegative (negligibledissociationof Cl,) to electropositive(high
dissociationof ClJ as one varies, for example,the power
delivered to the plasma. Hence it is important to include
the effect of Cl atoms on electron and plasma kinetics.
The time responseof the electron velocity distribution
function in an ac field is determined by the relative magnitudesof the angular frequencyof the applied electric field
[ET Ee sin (wt) , w = 27rq and the momentum v, and energy relaxation frequenciesv,,.i’ When w)v,, the characteristic time for energyrelaxation is much greater than the
period of the applied field. As a consequence,the EEDF
cannot respond to the time variation of the applied field
and does not change appreciably over a cycle. When the
EEDF is time independent(e.g., for w)v,), neglectingany
spatial variations and adopting the two-term expansion,
the Boltzmann equation can be written asr8
2dl,,,

E2

..re

df

-5 & lEJ’LVm(E)
Im [v;(E) +&I ;r;

+Jj(dfW
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FIG. 2. Selectedcross sectionsfor electron-moleculeand electron-atom
reactions in a Cl,/Cl mixture.

where E and m are the electron energy and mass, respectively, f is the (isotropic) EEDF, M is the neutral mass,
Tg is the gas temperature, ej is the threshold energy of
inelastic~process
j, and E is the electric field. The collision
frequency for inelastic processj is vi( 15)=Nu~( e) (2f3/
m) 1’2, oj(c) being the collision cross section. Superelastic
and electron-electron(EE) collisions are neglectedin Eq.
( 1) . The power transferred per electron is given by
P e2 v&W2
-Z4 m [vm(d +a21 ’

(2)

where P is the power and n, is the electron density. In Eqs.
( 1) and (2), v, is expressedas a function of energy E. It
can be shown using Eq. (2) that the power becomesmaximum at the resonancecondition v,(e) =w. Since v, is
proportional to N, Eq. ( 1) shows that the EEDF depends
on both E/N and E/w. At the lim it w>v,(e) the EEDF
will be a function of E/w alone (for a given gas composition). At the other extreme W.&J,(E) the EEDF will be a
function of E/N alone. For the PW case, the EEDF is
quasistationaryand E in Eq. ( 1) was taken as the rms field,
E,,,=Edfi.
For the rf case,the EE?DFwas assumedto
follow the field and E was taken as the dc field [w=O in Eq.
(l)] correspondingto the instantaneousvalue of the actual
time-varying field.
The cross sectionsused for the various elastic and inelastic processesfor atomic and molecular chlorine were
the same as those used by Rogoff, Kramer, and Piejak”
and Aydil and Economou.20Inelastic processesfor molecular chlorine included vibrational excitation, ionization,
dissociativeattachment,and excitation to B 311,2 ‘II, 2 ‘8,
and C ‘II states.Excitation to the C ‘II state is dissociative
and is the main channelproducing atomic chlorine. Inelastic processesfor atomic chlorine included ionization and
excitation to six different electronic states. Selectedcross
sections are shown in Fig. 2. Table I shows the electron
S. C. Deshmukh and D. J. Economou
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TABLE I. Important reactions in the chlorine discharge.
Threshold
(eV)

Reaction
Electron-impact reactions:
Molecular ionization
Atomic ionization
Dissociative attachment

Cl,+e-+C1$+2eCl+e’--Cl++2eC!&+e--+ClF*
+ Cl + clCl,+e- -C!l~(C’II)
+e-+2Cl+e’
Cl,+e--Cl++Cl+2eC%+.e-.
+ Clz(B311) + eClz+e-AClf(2 ‘II
and 2’H) +eC&t-e--+Ch:::Cl*+eCl+e--Cl*+e-

11.5
13.0

(RI)
(R2)
(R3)

petted to be important in ECR reactors due to the high
degreeof ionization obtained in these reactors.

B. Plasma model

A plasma model was developedto predict three key
plasmaproperties,namely, the se&sustainingelectric field,
Dissociative ionization
11.5
the electron density,‘and the atomic chlorine density. The
Electronic excitation
2.50
model is basedon the assumptionof spatial homogeneityof
(molecular chlorine)
thesethree quantites. Let us elaborateon this assumption.
9.25
The radical density uniformity dependsprimarily on
Vibrational excitation
0.069
the wall reactivity. The radical density is expected to be
Electronic excitations (six)
uniform across the radius of the tube if diffusion is fast
(atomic chlorine)
enoughto alleviateconcentrationgradients.-In quantitative
Other reactions:
terms,
the Thiele modulus a2 = k$/D,, must be less than
Ion-ion recombination
c12f+cl-~cI,+cI
unity. Here k, is the surfacerecombinationrate coefficient,
cl+ +c1- -+2Cl
R is the tube radius, and Do1is the radical diffusivity. For
Volume recombination
ClfClf~+CI,+M
(R5)
Wall recombination
Cl+wall+ &+wall
CR61 the conditions of our study, (P2< 1 is satisfied for most
situations except for unreasonablyhigh wall reactivities.
The plasma homogeneitydependson the electric-field
(E) distribution. Indeed E can be nonuniform in both m iI ;.
crowave and rf (inductively or capacitively coupled) plasand neutral particle reactions.
mas.‘
6’23However, Ferreira et al. ” have noted that a
A computer code developed by Luft2r was used to
model
basedon spatially averagedquantities gives nearly
solve the Boltzmann equation. The solution is based on
expandingthe distribution function in Legendrepolynomithe sameresults as a more elaboratemodel which accounts
als22and retaining the first two terms of the expansion.The
for field inhomogeneities.In fact, the spatially average.field
two-term approximation assumes that the distribution
approximation has beenapplied quite successfullyat dc, r-f,
function is essentiallyisotropic with the anisotropy due to
and m icrowave frequencies.’
1,18,24
For chlorine in particuthe electric field constituting only a small perturbation to
lar, distributed parameter models for capacitively coupled
the isotropic equilibrium distribution.
dischargeshave shown that the electric field and electron
The Boltzmann equation was solved for different comdensity are very uniform in the bulk plasma.25
binations of E/N and o/N. The distribution function was
One’can account for plasma nonuniformities but the
normalized such that
complexity of the model increasesconsiderably. In this
work we were interested in the averageradical density in
oaf(~) &de=l.
the discharge(to optimize gas dissociation) and not in the
Two excitation frequencieswere examined,rf at F= 13.56 electric-field distribution. Our goal was to developa model
that can incorporate complex plasma chemistry yet have
MHz and ,uW at F=2.45 GHz. For given o/N, the rate
m inimal CPU time requirements.This model will be useful
coefficientsfor various electron-particle reactions kj were
as a “module” in multidimensional radical transport and
fitted as functions of E/N and ycl (moie fraction of atomic
chlorine in the discharge) using the following expression: reaction models of remote plasma processingreactors.
Table I shows the reactions considered.Electrons are
kj= ( Cl + C?YCI
+ Cd& >exp[ - ( C4 + CSVCI
produced by ionization of molecular (reaction Rl > and
atomic (R2) chlorine and are lost via dissociativeattach+G&,VWNl,
(4)
ment (R3) and diffusion to the walls of the tube. Atomic
where Cr through C, are constants.The accuracy of these chlorine is produced mainly by dissociative excitation
fits was within 5%-10% over the entire range of E/N
(R4) and also by dissociative attachment, and is lost by
examined.
volume
and wall recombination (R5 and R6, respectively).
Electron-electroncollisions can affect the EEDF espeElectron
attachment to atomic chlorine was not considered
cially at high degrees of ionization. For example, the.
due
to
the
very low cross section.26
EEDF in an argon discharge is influenced by EE colliIn
order
to determinethe three unknown plasmaprop-’
sions1.8
at degreesof ionization > 10m4.However, EE colerties
three
independent
equationsare required. Theseare
lisions are not as important in molecular gas plasmas;18
besides, the degree of ionization in the present case is
the electron density balance, the Cl density balance, and
< lo-5 (see below). Electron-electron collisions are exthe power balance.
Dissociative excitation

3.12

(R4)

s
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7. Electron density balance

=(k.+2k,)N(1-y,)n,-2k~3~,-2~~y~,

The electron density balancecan be written as
d
dt ne=kityclNne+&(
-k,(

1 -yc~)Nne

1 -Y&Vn,-$

n, .

Here kj,, k, and k, are the rate coefficients for atomic
ionization, molecular ionization, and attachment, respectively. The terms on the right-hand side (rhs) represent
ionization of atomic chlorine, ionization of molecular chlorine, attachmentto molecular chlorine, and diffusion to the
walls of the container, respectively.D, is an effective electron diffusion coefficient which was taken to be the same as
the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, Da.27 Chlorine is a
highly electronegativegas and the ratio a =n-/n,
(negative Cl- ion density to electron density) can be much
greater than one. In such casesa generalizedequation for
the ambipolar diffusion coetficient is neededthat accounts
for diffusion in the ternary mixture of electrons, positive
ions, and negative ions. The equation for D, used in this
work is a simplified form of Eq. ( 11) given in Ref. 28.
Assuming similar values for the diffusivity of positive and
negativeions (D, z-D_), D, can be written as

(a+k+ 1
Da=De(a+p,+pL,+)’

(6)

where D, is the electron diffusivity as determinedfrom the
EEDF, a=n_/n,,LL,=~CLJ(~++~-),
andp.,+=p+/(p+
-i-p-). The electron mobility pu,was also obtained from
the EEDF. The positive and negative ion mobilities (p+
and ,u-) were taken to be 1.52~ lO”/N and 1.88X lOI’/
N cm2/V s, respectively.”
The negativeion density was estimatedusing a steadystate balancefor Cl- ions. If one equatesthe rate of production of Cl- by dissociativeattachment to their loss by
Cl$-Cl- and Cl+-Cl- ion-ion recombination (rate coefficient of recombination reactions k,= 5 X lo-* cm3/s) ,30
n- can be obtained as
1/z

ne

1

(7)

The diffusion length A for cylindrical geometry is given by
(8)

When the discharge length Lp is much greater than the
tube radius R, A=R/2.405.
2. Atomic chlorine density balance

If Qeis the feed rate of molecular chlorine (seem) then
the component balancefor atomic chlorine can be written
as
8.96x 10”Qo
vP
4600

where VPis the plasma volume, y, is the mole fraction of
atomic chlorine, kd is the rate coefficient for electronimpact dissociationof molecular chlorine, and k, is the rate
coefficient for volume recombination of atomic chlorine.
The left-hand side (lhs) of Eq. (9) is the rate at which
atomic chlorine leavesthe plasma volume. The first term
on the rhs representsthe rate of production of Cl by dissociative attachment and dissociation. The second and
third terms on the rhs represent the loss rate of Cl by
volume recombination and surface recombination on the
walls of the discharge tube, respectively. The surface recombination rate coefficient k, is given by

(10)
and y is the reaction probability, k is the Boltzmann constant, MC, is the massof atomic chlorine, and T is the gas
temperature. Unless otherwise stated y was taken as 4
x 10-5,3l and the volume recombination coefficient was
taken as 4.5 X 1O-32cm6/s.32
When the EEDF follows the temporal variations of the
field (e.g., rf case), the electron-impactreaction rate coefficients are modulated at twice the excitation frequency.
Thus the atomic chlorine production by e-impact dissociation is time dependent.However, volume and wall recombination lossesof Cl occur at a time scalemuch longer than
the period of the applied field, resulting in a Cl density that
is not modulated in time. Therefore, for the rf case,k, and
kd in Eq. (9) were time averagedover the period of the
applied field.
3. Power balance

The energy absorbedfrom the field by the electron
cloud is lost to elastic and inelastic collisions with the gas
particles. At steady state (e.g., PW case) the power balance can be written as
f=s

’

YCl
(2-Ya)

J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 10, 15 November 1992

(9)

(e)k,nJV+

2 ejkj( 1-ycl)Nn,
i

P

-t ci ej$wGVn,+
(4kticlNne
+ Wkd

1 --YclWn,

9

(11)

where (E) is the averageelectron energy (averagedover
the EEDF), Ejis the energyloss for the ith inelastic process
for molecular chlorine, ki is the correspondingrate coefficient, and ej and kj are the corresponding quantities for
atomic chlorine. The first term on the rhs accounts for the
rate at which energyis lost by the electronsthrough elastic
collisions. The secondand third terms on the rhs represent
the rate at which energy is lost via inelastic processesinvolving molecular and atomic chlorine, respectively. Finally, the fourth and fifth terms representthe rate at which
energy is neededto bring the electrons produced by ionization to the averageelectron energy.
S. C. Deshmukh and D. J. Economou
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A problem arises in evaluating the power absorbedby
the electrons which is the quantity needed in- E?q. ( 11).
Part of the total input power is dissipated in the bulk
plasma and the rest is dissipated in the sheath. The power
dissipated in the sheaths of a capacitively coupled rf diode
reactor operating in the same range of pressureand dimensions (electrode spacing in that case) as used for the
present model was estimated from the product of the measured ion flux and sheath voltage. It was found that < 10%
of the input power was dissipated in each of the two
sheaths, i.e., most of the power was dissipated in the bulk
plasma.” As frequency increases,an even smaller fraction
of the power is dissipated in the sheaths.Therefore, sheath
effects should be minimal in electrodeless chlorine discharges, especially at microwave frequencies.
Electrons are the main charge carriers. The electron
current dominates the ion current at microwave frequencies regardless of the degree of molecular dissociation. At
rf frequencies, ions make some contribution especially at
low degreesof molecular dissociation for which the electron density is reduced due to attachment. However, even
for a Cl mole fraction ~0.1, it was estimated that the
electron current is a few times higher than the negative ion
current. For moderate degreesof gas dissociation, the electron current dominates completely.

1o”

n

F = 2.45 GHz

1 o-2
N
;;
‘%

E/N = 2400 Td

1o-4
1 o-‘j
1o‘a
0

5

For given molecular chlorine feed rate, neutral density
(pressure), power, frequency, and discharge tube radius,
the balance equations (5), (9)) and ( 11) were solved for
the self-sustaining electric field, electron density, and
atomic chlorine mole fraction. These.equations are coupled
through the dependenceof the electron-particle reaction
rate coefficients on the electric field and the mole fraction
of atomic chlorine. The coupled system of equations was
solved using the Fortran algorithm DERPAR.~~ The power
density was treated as the arc-length continuation parameter.
For the PW case, the Ihs of Eq. (5) was set equal to
zero since the EEDF is not modulated in time. For the rf
case the electron-particle reaction rate coefficients were assumed to follow the time variation of the applied sinusoidal
field. These coefficients were averagedover a rf period and
used in the chlorine density balance, Eq. (9). However, for
the rf case, the time-dependent coefficients were used for
the electron density balance, Eq. (5), with the auxiliary
condition
(12)

to obtain a periodic steady state. Also a different form of
the power balance was found to be more convenient for the
rf case, namely,
r
P 1.6~10-~~
-ZZ
E(t>ud(t)ne(t)&
(13)
7
s0
VP
where r is the period of the applied field and v,(t) is the
time-dependent drift velocity.
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FIG. 3. Electron-energy distribution function for F=2.45 GHz, ycl=0.5,
E= 192 V/cm, and three different values of N (1 Td= IO-” V cm’).

IV. RESULTS AND DlSCUSSlON
A. Electron-energy

III. METHOD OF SOLUTION ’

10

distribution

function

Results for the EEDF are presented here for the PW
case. Results for the rf case were presented in Ref. 20.
Figure 3 shows the normalized EEDF for F=2.45 GHz
and 50% atomic chlorine, at three different (total) neutral
number densities,but at the same applied field of rms value
192 V/cm. For this value of the rms field and for N=3.2
X 10t6/cm3, E,,,/N=600. Td ( 1 Td= 10-t’ V cm2). As
one goes to lower N, urn decreases and the criterion
0%~ (E) is better satisfied [the average v, -is about 4
X 10’~~1 at 3.2X 10t6/cm3], making the EEDF independent of E/N [seeEq. ( 1)], hence independent of N (for the
constant E examined). A characteristic of the EEDF at
high frequencies is a sharp rise in the population of lowenergy electrons. This is becauseo > v, for the ,uW case
examined here. Thus, although electrons gain energy from
the applied field during one-half of the cycle, the field reversesits direction before electrons can undergo collisions.
Consequently, electrons end up giving the acquired energy
back to the field. This causesa higher population of lowenergy electrons when compared to the rf case.
Figure 4 shows the effect of applied field intensity on
the EEDF for a fixed gas composition and for F=2.45
GHz. As expected,the distribution shifts to higher electron
energies at higher fields. Figure 4 also shows that the
EEDF may be approximated by two Maxwellians (a Maxwellian distribution would be a straight line in the plot of
Fig. 4). Thus the two-electron-group mode134may be used
to represent the system.
Figure 5 shows the dependenceof the EEDF on gas
composition at a fixed E/N and for F=2.45 GHz. As the
mixture becomes richer in molecular chlorine the EEDF
shifts to higher electron energies.This behavior is the opposite of that obtained for the rf case (see Aydil and &onS. C. Deshmukh and D. J. Economou
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TABLE II. Basic parameter values and range examined.

F = 2.45 GHz
N= 1.6 x 10’6cc-’

1 o”
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FIG. 4. Electron-energy distribution function for F=2.45 GHz, ya=O.5,
N= 1.6~ 10’6/cm3, and diierent values of E/N.

Tube radius
Excitation frequency

R
F

Neutral density
Feed flow rate
Reaction probability.
Power density
Length of plasma

N

Qo
L VP
=P

Basic value

Range

0.5 cm
2.45 GHz and
13.56 MHz
1.6~ 10i6/cm3
5 seem
4x 10-s
N.D.
10 cm

0.5-1.0 cm
N.D.
0.8-3.2X 1016/cm3
l-100 seem
0-4x 10-s
O-10 W/cm’
N.D.

equivalently with increasing Cl fraction in the mixture.
When keeping E and w constant (as in Fig. 5), a lower
value of V,(E) is equivalent to a lower value of the field
resulting in shorter tail of the EEDF. The opposite is true
for the rf casebecausethen w < V,(E) and the quotient of
Eq. ( 14) increaseswith decreasingV,(E) (or equivalently
with increasing Cl fraction in the mixture).
B. Plasma model

omouzO).It can be explained on the basis of the momentum exchange cross section for atomic and molecular
chlorine using Eq. ( 1). Since u,( e)a2 is larger than
U,(E) cl, the momentum exchangecross section V,(E) for
a Cl,/C!l mixture decreasesas the fraction of Cl in the
mixture increases.Let us now examine the quantity

v&>E2
-@.k
[&(E) fW2]=qFv

(14)

.

which appears in the term containing the electric field in
Eq. (1). Note that this quantity is proportional to the
power supplied per electron by the field [Eq. (2)], and E,,
,is~the “effective electric field.” For the PW case,w > V,(E)
and this quotient decreases with decreasing V,(E) or

Basic parameter values and the range examined are
shown in Table II. Equation (5) implies that the selfsustaining electric field will be established at a value such
that the electron production rate by ionization equals the
electron loss rate by attachment~and diffusion. For small
tube radii, the diffusion length A is correspondingly small
[Eq. (8)], making diffusion the- dominant electron loss
mechanism.
Figure 6 shows the self-sustainingrms electric field and
the corresponding ambipolar diffusion coefficient as a function of ycP It can be Seenthat the rms field goes through a
maximum as the mole fraction of atomic chlorine increases, whereas the diffusivity decreasesmonotonically.
This behavior can be explained as follows: At low mole
fractions of atomic chlorine the negative ion density greatly
exceedsthe electron density (a> 1) becauseof attachment
to molecular chlorine. The space-chargefields are then

6
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FIG. 5. Electron-energy distribution function for F=2.45 GHz, E/N
z 1500 Td, N= 1.6~ 1016/cm’, and different values of ycl
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FIG. 6. Self-sustaining rms electric field and ambipolar diffusivity as a
function of atomic chlorine mole fraction. F=2.45 GHz, R =0.5 cm, and
N= 1.6~ 10’6/cm3.
S. C. Deshmukh and D. J. Economou
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FIG. 7. Self-sustainingrms electric field as a function of NA for three
different N. F=2.45 GHz, ya=O.3.

PIG. 8. Power per electron per neutral particle as a function of NA for
three different N. F=2.45 GHz, y,-,=0.3.

greatly reduced and the electron diffusivity approachesits
free value [see Eq. (611. As ycl increases,the discharge
becomesless electronegativeand the ambipolar diffusivity
decreases.Now, the rms field is affected by ycl in two opposite ways: (a) As ycl increasesthe ambipolar diffusivity
decreasesand hencea lower field is required to sustain the
discharge; and (b) as ysl increasesthe tail of the EEDF
becomesshorter (Fig. 5); and the electric field has to increase to provide enough ionization to sustain the discharge. At low values of y,, effect (b) dominatesover (a)
whereasat high valuesof ycI effect (a) dominatesover (b ) .
The result is a maximum in the self-sustainingfield at some
intermediate value of ycP This happensat an atomic chlorine mole fraction of about 0.65 as shown in Fig. 6. It
should be noted that the power to the dischargeis varied in
Fig. 6 in order to achievea given value of ycl.
Figure 7 shows the self-sustainingrms electric field as
a function of NA. It is observed that the field decreases
with increasing NA since electron lossesby diffusion decreasewith increasingNA. Hence a lower field is sufficient
to sustain the discharge.If attachment were the dominant
electron loss mechanism,the k,.,,,, would tend to become
independentof NA. This should actually happen at sufficiently high-valuesof NA, and is evident by the decreasing
slope of the curves with increasing NA. One further observesthat the rms field is not a unique function of NA as
would be predicted by the classical theory of the positive
column.34Neverthelessthe variations of Em, with N (at
constant NA) are relatively small. Figure 8 shows the
power spent per electron and per neutral gas particle 0/N
as a function of NA. Here 8 is definedas the ratio of power
density to electron density. 8/N decreaseswith increasing
NA following the correspondingdecreasein the rms field.
Figure 9 shows the atomic chlorine mole fraction obtained in the plasma as a function of power density for
different gasflow rates at a constant neutral gasdensity. As
expected, more molecular dissociation is achieved by in-

creasing the power density delivered to the plasma. Very
high degreesof dissociation are possiblewith only a few
W/cm3, especially at low flow rates. For a given power
density, the mole fraction of atomic chlorine in the plasma
decreaseswith increasing flow rate becausethe gas residence time in the plasma also decreaseswith flow rate.
Hence the gas moleculeshave lower chanceof dissociating
as they flow through the plasma volume.
While the degreeof gas dissociationaffects the plasma
characteristicsthrough its effect on the EEDF, the atomic
chlorine flux may be of greater practical importance. Figure 10 showsthe atomic chlorine flux (flow rate’Q,r) at the
plasma exit as a function of inlet flow rate of molecular
chlorine. QcI was found using the relation
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2YCl

(15)

Qci= -Q

2-YCl O’
where Q. is the feed (Cl,) flow rate. The atom flux increaseswith feed gas flow rate despite the fact that the
degree of gas dissociation decreaseswith flow rate. Of
course,for very high flow rates, the feed gas would spend
very little time in the plasma and the atom mole fraction
would then be vanishingly small. Thus one would expect a
maximum in the atom tlux with feed flow rate to be
reachedat a sufficiently high flow rate.
In the casesexaminedup to this point the wall recombination coefficient y was taken to. be 4~ 10B5.Figure 11
showsthe effect of changing y. A higher y value implies a
larger drain for Cl atoms and hencea lower Cl concentration in the discharge.Of course, for too high values of y,
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FIG. Il. Atomic chlorine mole fraction in the plasma as a function of
power density for different wall recombination probabilities. F=2.45
GIIz, R=0.5 cm, N=1.6~10’~/cm”, and Q=S seem.
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FIG. 12. Atomic chlorine mole fraction in the plasma as a function of
power density for different tube radii. F=2.45 GHz, N= 1.6~ 10t6/cm3,
and Q=5 seem.

significant atom concentration gradients set in and the assumption of a well-mixed reactor is violated. Figure 11 also
shows that wall recombination is not an important atom
loss mechanismso long as y is less than a few times 10W4.
Figure 12 shows the effect of tube radius. For a given
power density, more dissociation is obtained by using a
larger tube radius. This is becauseas tube radius increases
the plasma volume increasesas well and the gas residence
time. in the plasma increasescorrespondingly (note that
the comparisonis made at constant flow rate). Also, electron diffusion lossesdecreasewith increasing tube radius
and this results in higher electron density. However, the
electron energy.(and hence kd) decreasessince the I&,,,
decreases(see Fig. 9). It should be noted that the power
deliveredto the plasmamust be increasedto maintain the
same power density as tube radius increases.
The effect of neutral number density N at fixed input
power can be seenin Fig. 13. As neutral density increases
the number of Cl, moleculesavailable for dissociationincreases,but volume recombination increasesfaster. The
result is greater dissociationat lower N, for a given power
density.
For typical conditions, (N= 1.6~ 10”/cm3, R==0.5
cm, F=2.45 GHz) the electron density ranged from
- 108/cm3for low Cl mole fractions ( - 0.1) to - 2 X lOi’/
cm3for high Cl mole fractions ( -0.9). The corresponding
negative ion density ranged from -7x 10”/cm3 to -4
X 10’1/cm3.Under theseconditions the ratio of electron to
neutral particle density is < 10V5.
C. Comparison
discharges

between rf and microwave

For the base case of R=OS cm, Q=5 seem, and N
= 1.6~ 10?/cm3, Fig. 14 shows the extent of dissociation
that can be obtainedas a function of power density for the
two frequenciesconsideredin this work. It can be seenthat
S. C. Deshmukh and D. J. Economou
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FIG. 15. Electron-energydistribution function for the self-sustainingdischarge operating under the conditions of Fig. 14 with a power density of
1.07 W/cm3 (this correspondsto yc,=O.8).

similar levels of dissociation can be obtained for the two
cases.The electron densitieswere also found to be compa- fective dc field of E,,=24.3 V/cm [using Eq. (14)]. For
rable and so the power required to sustain an electron-ion the rf casethe effectivefield will be sameas the rms field,
pair is similar for the two frequencies.Severalother setsof
i.e., 25.76 V/cm, since U&O. It is seenthat the values of
operating condit.ionswere also analyzed,and the degreeof
the effective field for the two frequenciesare close to one
gas dissociationwas found not to differ significantly at the
another.
two frequencies.
Figure 15 showsthe distribution functions under these
In order to explain this weak frequency dependence, conditions. The EEDF at 13.56MHz was calculatedas the
the situation correspondingto a Cl mole fraction of 0.8 is
dc distribution that would be obtained at the rms value of
analyzedin greater detail. The self-sustainingrms electric
the actual self-sustainingelectric field. This was thought to
field for the two frequenciesis E,=25.76 V/cm and Epw
be representativeof an averageof the true time-dependent
=282.7 V/cm. The effective collision frequency for the
distribution. The two EEDF nearly coincide in the range
PW caseis 1.33X lo9 s-i and this gives an equivalent ef4-16 eV. This range of electron energiesis most important
for production of atomic chlorine by dissociativeexcitation. Electrons with energylessthan 3.12 eV are below the
dissociativeexcitation threshold, and there are only very
few electronswith energyabove 16 eV contributing to dissociation.The relevant rate coefficientkd for the ,uW, timeaveragedrf and dc evaluatedat E,,,=25.76 V/cm cases
were found to be 1.21X 10m8,1.18X 10m8,and 1.39X 10B8
cm3/s, respectively.Thesevaluesdo not differ enoughfrom
one another to causea significant differencein atomic chlorine mole fraction (the values for k, were even closer to
one another). It should be emphasizedthat the rate coefficients for other processes(a process with threshold
greater than 20 eV for instance) can differ significantly
under the same conditions. Also, the comparison at the
two frequencieswas done at constant power.
Experimental data comparing the degreeof gas dissoI
I
I
I
I
I
ciation in chlorine dischargesat rf and microwavefrequen0.2 ’ ’ ’
2
1
1.5
0.5
0
cies could not be found. The difficulty is that all variables
except frequency must be kept constant for a meaningful
Power density, W/cc
comparison to be made; however, data on oxygen discharges
suggestsimilar degreesof gas dissociationat 13.56
FIG. 14. Atomic chlorine mole fraction in the plasma as a function of
MHz
and
2.45 GHz.’ Nevertheless,direct comparison is
power density for two different frequencies.R=OS cm, N= 1.6~ 10i6/
cm3, and Q=5 seem.
difficult to make becauseall other conditions were not kept
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the same (for example the reactor geometry was different).
Our experimentswith a 2.45 GHz chlorine discharge were
recently completed. Data on the chlorine mole fraction as
a function of applied power are in good agreementwith the
model predictions.35
Recently, Karoulina and Lebedev36compared a dc
with a microwave argon discharge. They concluded that
the rates of excited species production in the two discharges are the same as long as one keeps the same tube
radius, pressure, power, and wall temperature. The same
conclusion is reached in our study by comparing a rf with
a microwave chlorine discharge.
At this point it is appropriate to comment on the assumption that the EEDF follows the applied field in the rf
case.The energy relaxation frequency v,,, can be approximated by v,=v~E/E~, where ek is the characteristic energy
of the electrons. For the situation discussedabove, the drift
velocity at the rms field is 3.7~ 10’cm/s and the electron
characteristic energy is 4.7 eV. The energy relaxation frequency turns out to be 2 x 10’ s - ‘, more than twice the
applied angular frequency of 0=8.52X 10’ rad/s. Rogoff
and co-workers” have provided a plot of the self-sustaining
electric field versus pressurewhich gives the minimum field
that is necessaryat a given pressure for the condition v,
> w to hold.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A mathematical model was developed for the bulk
plasma of an electrodelesschlorine dischargesustainedin a
tubular reactor. The plasma may be excited at radio frequencies (rf,’commonly at 13.56 MHz) by inductive coupling or at microwave frequencies (pW, commonly at 2.45
GHz) by a resonant cavity. The model consistedof balance
equations for calculating the self-sustaining electric field,
electron density, and atomic chlorine density in the
plasma. Electron transport properties and rate coefficients
of electron-particle (atom or molecule) reactions were obtained by solving the Boltzmann transport equation for the
electron-energy distribution function (EEDF) . The effect
of chlorine atoms (resulting from dissociation of molecular
chlorine) on the EEDF was taken into account. The effect
of frequency, power, gas feed rate, tube radius, and wall
recombination coefficient on the chlorine atom density in
the plasma was investigated. In particular two extreme excitation frequencies were examined: 13.56 MHz at which
the EEDF was assumed to .follow the variations of the
field, and 2.45 GHz at which the EEDF cannot follow the
field. The results can be summarized as follows:
(i) Discharges at 13.56 MHz and 2.45 GHz gave
nearly the same atom density, under otherwise identical
conditions (e.g., same power). This was explained by the
fact that the EEDF at the two frequencieswere nearly the
same in the range of electron energies (4-16 eV) which is
most important for producing chlorine atoms.
(ii) Almost complete dissociation of the molecular gas
can be attained with only a few W/cm3 of power delivered
to the plasma.
(iii) Despite the fact that the atom density in the
plasma decreasesas the feed gas flow rate increases,the
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atom flux increaseswith flow rate. Hence higher flow rates
favor higher atom fluxes but the gas utilization is correspondingly lower.
(iv) Lower gas pressure,larger tube radius, and lower
wall recombination material favor higher atom densities.
For the conditions examined, wall recombination was not
an important sink of chlorine atoms as long as the wall
recombination reaction probability was lower than a few
10-4.
Practical reactors have a plasma region which servesas
the source of radicals and a downstream region through
which the radicals flow (and perhaps mixed with other
gases)before impinging on the substrate.The ultimate goal
is to maximize the flux of beneficial radicals on the substrate. Hence, in addition to the factors affecting radical
density in the plasma, transport and reaction of these radicals in the downstream region must be considered. Preliminary results indicate that lower pressure and higher
flow rate result in higher atom flux not only at the plasma
exit but also at the end of the downstream section (see Fig.
1). A conflict may arise in choosing the tube radius. Under
otherwise identical conditions, a tube with larger radius in
the plasma region than in the downstream region may
yield. higher radical flux. These findings are qualitatively
similar to the ones reported in a study of transport and
reaction in a plasma assisteddownstream etching system.37
In that earlier work a rudimentary treatment of the plasma
(radical source) region was adopted. Rather detailed models of the plasma, such as the one developed here, can be
used as “modules” in multidimensional radical transport
and reaction models of remote plasma processingreactors.
The latter will yield quantitative predictions of etch or
deposition rate, and would be useful for identifying reactor
designs and the window of operating conditions for optimum performance.
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